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NEWSLETTER 

Principal’s Message  
 
 

As we race through this period of remote learning it is clear to me, in the many conversations I have with parents, 
students and staff, that being at school is a more enjoyable mode of learning. We know that the time we are in is very 
challenging, particularly the longer it goes on.  
This newsletter includes an article written by our school psychologist, Lauren, that covers the physical response our 
body has to stress, and what we can do to have control over that. It is well worth the read. In the future Lauren will 
be sharing this thinking via video. 
It is a complex time as we keep seeing changes to our world. One reality that is not changing for schools is our  
Department’s need for us to write plans. Each year we have to update our Emergency Management Plan. As part of 
the process this year, there is discussion that our school plan needs to take into consideration individual’s personal 
Bushfire Survival Plans. We need to plan for what implications these may have on school operations, for example, if 
we would have students in attendance or if they would be staying home, or leaving the area, etc. Attached is a link to 
the CFA resource to help you consider what your plan may be. If there is enough interest we may be able to have 
some assistance from the CFA to help people develop their plans. If you would like that please let me know. 
 
http://www.emergency.vic.gov.au/prepare/#fire/preparing-for-fires 
https://www.cfa.vic.gov.au/plan-prepare 

 

Robert Boucher 

 

 

Why optimism is so important for our brain and health. 
 
For us to live happy, healthy lives and be able to learn, focus and engage with others we need all parts of our brain  
communicating and working together. Without energy flow between all parts of the brain, we begin to see deficits in 
memory, emotional control and decision making. In particular we need a well-developed and integrated prefrontal 
cortex as this is the area of our brain responsible for our higher order functions including problem solving, emotional 
intelligence, verbal communication and memory. The prefrontal cortex is the last part of our brain to fully develop 
and is often still consolidating into our early twenties.  
Research is increasingly indicating that optimism plays a key role in the healthy development of many parts of our 
brain and specifically our prefrontal cortex. Maintaining an optimistic outlook has also been linked in research to  
positive recovery from high cortisol levels in the brain. This suggests that our ability to remain positive, optimistic, and 
hopeful directly impacts on the functioning and growth of our brain, especially at times of high stress or challenge. It 
is also reassuring that we can play an active role in shaping how our experiences impact on our brain and that doing 
so does not have to be overly difficult.   
 

Continued over page 
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Cortisol is often referred to as the stress hormone in the brain and it is released when a person feels they are in danger or 
under threat. Cortisol works across the brain to help control mood, motivation and fear. It is intricately linked to our sleep 
cycle, blood pressure and overall energy levels. When we are in a good space both physically and mentally our cortisol  
levels should naturally rise and fall across the day. When we experience ongoing levels of stress and trauma however our 
cortisol levels may increase initially but after a prolonged period of being high, they may then drop to an unhelpfully low 
level. It is likely that many of us have experienced significant changes in our cortisol levels recently as we try to manage the 
ongoing challenges that 2020 has presented. This in turn is probably affecting our sleep, our decision making and, in some 
cases, our overall health.    
These changes in Cortisol levels can have a profound impact on several different functions of the brain including memory 
but in particular they can lead to shrinkage or a decrease in volume of the prefrontal area of the brain. Similarly, chronic 
stress or ongoing exposure to trauma has the ability to change our stem cells into a type of cell that inhibits connections to 
the prefrontal cortex. This means that the potential for disconnection in the vital parts of our brain at times of high stress is 
remarkably high. At the time when we most need to utilise this vital part of our brain to help us manage the complexities 
of what is occurring around us is when it is under attack and potentially shutting down or shrinking.    
Studies of the brain continue to suggest that optimism may ultimately play a pivotal protective role in our brain by  
stimulating changes in the orbitofrontal cortex which is a key player in the decision-making part of the brain. In practical 
terms this means that we have a level of control over how our stress or trauma experiences are managed by our brain and 
if we learn to maintain a positive, optimistic outlook we are increasing our chances of developing healthy response styles 
and brain functioning. We can play a role in keeping our prefrontal cortex connected and growing.   
If we can train ourselves to respond in a more positive manner to stressful events occurring around us and to stay positive 
and optimistic on a moment to moment basis, it is believed that over time this way of responding may become 
‘embedded’ in many of the structures of our brain. It will also offer the best chance for regulating cortisol levels and  
increasing our overall resilience.  
 
So how do we become more optimistic, positive, and hopeful in our attitudes and responses during a stressful and  
challenging time? In the first instance, by creating new neuronal pathways in our brain, or ways of responding and  
embedding these in our day to day functioning by repeating them and allowing them to form new habits. Being mindful of 
the following may assist us when making such changes. 
 
1.  Maintaining self-awareness and reflection.  This is in relation to how we are responding in day to day situations and 
how we respond to and manage more stressful or traumatic situations we face. If we can reflect on what we do well or not 
so well this is the first step in seeing where we may like to make change or consolidate skills and consider where we need 
to increase our optimistic responses. 
 
2. Seeking solutions rather than dwelling on the difficulties. It is easy to become bogged down in all the things that are 
not going well or focus on what we cannot control or change. Shifting our focus to what we can control, no matter how 
small can help give a more positive or optimistic framework.  
 
3. Spending time around those who are also optimistic. As socially connected beings, we seek to mirror the responses of 
those around us when we connect with them. It is how we build relationships and communicate with each other. If those 
around us can remain optimistic and offer hopeful, positive responses to what is occurring we are more likely to also see 
these options and feel able to grasp them. If we are only spending time with people who struggle to remain positive or  
favour a pessimistic outlook this is more likely what we will begin to mirror this ourselves and lose sight of the optimistic 
options.  
 
4. Focusing on your strengths rather than the areas you feel are weaknesses. There will always be things we do not do 
well or feel need improvement, but it is not helpful to focus only on these areas.  Sometimes we need to remind ourselves 
of the things we do well and give ourselves a chance to sit with the positive of our strengths.   
 
While some of these skills or ways of responding may seem simplistic when we consider the intricacies of our brain  
structures and potential for change, it is becoming increasingly clear that these factors play a very important role in our 
brains hardwiring or formatting. Learning how to increase our own optimistic tendencies may be one of the best ways to 
improve our biological responses to stress and it is well within our control and ability. With so much happening around us 
that we cannot change or predict it is good to remember and focus on what we can.    
 

Lauren Short  
Psychologist 



 



 



 



Skittles Science Activity 

 
 
Here are a couple of photos of 
some of the Science  
experiments students have done 
this week.  
Why not have a try yourself? 
 



PREP/GRADE 1 ART 
Echidna Paintings based on the Greedy Echidna Aboriginal 

Dreamtime Story 



Prep/Grade 1    The Rainbow Serpent based on 
The Aboriginal Dreamtime story.  





 


